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1. Ratios
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Introduce the concept of ratios, use ratio language to describe the association between 
two or more quantities and different strategies to solve ratio problems. 

● Understanding ratios and ratio language - Define ratios and use language to
describe relationship between two or more quantities; visually demonstrate ratios;
understand that ratios are essentially sideways fractions

● Equivalent ratios - Learn to determine if two ratios are equivalent by using number
lines and numerically; solve problems using equivalent ratios; find equivalent ratios
to unit ratios (1 pound of fish is x amount hour much is 5 pounds); use ratio reasoning
to solve real-life problems

● Ratio tables - Represent ratios in table, fully understanding the structure; use ratio
tables to solve problems; compare ratios using tables

● Solving ratio problems - use different strategies learnt to solve ratio
problems(diagrams, double number lines, tape diagrams, numerically; part:part
ratios; part:whole ratios

2. Rates and Percent
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Investigate rates and percentages by identifying the rates associated with a ratio, relate 
rates to previous work on unit conversions, define a percent as a rate per 100, and find 
strategies to solve rate and percent problems. 

● Defining rate and rate problems - Define rate and unit rate; find unit rates and solve
problems; compare situations using unit rates; investigate real-life examples of rates

● Unit conversions - Compare different units of same property (km and miles, oz and
lbs etc.); use knowledge about rates and ratios and apply to unit conversions
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● Working with percentages - Define percentage as rate/fraction out of 100; establish
benchmark fractions and percentages and solve problems with them; convert
between fractions, decimals and percentages; find a percentage of a quantity; find a
whole quantity given a percentage; express one number as a percentage of another;
solve multi-step problems using percentages and rates

3. Multi-Digit and Fraction Computation
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Further understanding of fraction multiplication and division, develop fluency with 
whole number and decimal operations, work on applications of H/GCF and LCM. 

● Fraction division - Recap on definition of division; divide fractions by whole numbers;
divide whole numbers by fractions; divide fractions by fractions

● Using all 4 operations on decimals - Add and subtract decimals; multiply decimals
and whole numbers; multiply decimals and decimals; divide whole numbers that
result in decimals; divide decimals by whole numbers and vice versa; divide
decimals by decimals

● Applications of H/GCF and LCM - Recap/introduce factors and multiples; define
HCF and LCM; demonstrate product of prime factors; show how ppl can be used to
calculate HCF and LCM

4. Rational Numbers
Estimated Lesson Time: 2-4 hours 

Aim: Introduce students to the concept of integers and rational numbers (and irrational 
numbers), investigate the order or rational numbers, extend the number line to include 
negative values and into 2 dimensions. 
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● Positive and negative integers, rational and irrational numbers - Define integer;
extend number-line to include negative numbers and give real-life examples; define
rational and irrational numbers; place positive and negative rational numbers and
integers on a number line

● Order and absolute value - order rational numbers and integers (including negatives);
understand absolute value as distance from 0; make size comparisons using order
and absolute value

● Numbers in the coordinate plane - understand (x,y) and structure of coordinate
plane; describe locations in coordinate plane using ordered pairs; reflect points
across axes; measure vertical and horizontal distances in coordinate plane

5. Algebraic Expressions
Estimated Lesson Time: 2-4 hours 

Aim: Take the first steps into discovering Expressions and the uses of algebra, using 
variables to represent unknown or changing quantities, and using properties of operations 
to investigate equivalent expressions. 

● Exponents - Understand exponents and calculate simple whole number exponents
● Algebraic expressions - Write and evaluate expressions; write expressions from

verbal statements
● Equivalent expressions - Identify equivalent expressions; write different versions of

equivalent expressions; write and apply expressions to real-life situations

6. Equations and Inequalities
Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 
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Aim: Show how to use equations and inequalities to model relationships between quantities, 
and investigate the meaning of having a solution to an equation or an inequality. 

● Solving equations and algebraic reasoning - Represent simple one-step equations
(x+p=q, px=q) visually; identify solutions by substituting in values; write equations for
real-life situations; solve one-step equations using multiplication, division, addition
and subtraction; percentage problems using equations; simple multi-step equations

● Solving inequalities - Define and identify solutions to inequalities; write and graph
real-life inequalities; solve simple one-step inequalities

● Graphical representations of algebraic relationships - Define independent and
dependent variables; write and graph situations using ratios; show relationship
between two variables using graphs, equations and tables

7. Geometry
Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Explore measurements of geometric figures in two-and three-dimensions, finding area, 
surface area, and volume in mathematical and real-world problems. 

● Area of polygons - Calculate area of parallelograms; calculate area of various
triangles (right-angled, acute, obtuse); find area of polygons by compositions and
decomposition; real-life problems using areas

● Polygons in the coordinate plane - Draw polygons in coordinate plane; find area and
perimeter of polygons (numerically and by counting squares); apply knowledge to
real-life situations

● Volume of prisms - Calculate volume of rectangular prisms using unit cubes; deduce
formulae for volume of rectangular prisms; use formulae to calculate volumes,
missing lengths and volumes of composite shapes; apply concepts to real-life
situations; try and decide formulae for other prisms (extension)
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● Nets and surface area - Describe and identify nets for prisms and pyramids; find
surface area of 3D shapes using nets; deduce and apply methods to calculate
surface area without nets; find surface area and volume in real-life situations

8. Statistics
Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Introduce the basic concepts of statistics, defining a statistical question, types of data 
and investigating the key concepts of measures of center and measures of variability. 

● Introduction to statistics and types of data - Introduce different types of data
(qualitative, quantitative, continuous, discrete); discuss importance of statistics with
examples

● Representing data - Represent data using dot plots, histograms and frequency
tables, box plots and pie charts (circle diagrams); analyse shape of these
representations and discuss ideas such as symmetry, skewness, outliers, clusters

● Measurements of centre and spread - Define and determine mean, mode and
median and discuss their relative merits as measures of central tendency; define and
determine range and IQR and understand their use as measures of spread;
determine how these measure change as the data changes (points are added or
removed); describe and compare whole data sets using these measures

Estimated Total Time: 25-50 hours 


